G3600 ENGINES WITH ADEM™ A4

1400+ UNITS IN OPERATION

APPROXIMATELY 4M BHP AT WORK

PERFORMANCE IN THE FIELD

G3600 A4 ENGINES RUNNING IN ALL KEY BASINS

BAKKEN
Alt. 2100ft

UTICA
Alt. 450ft

PERMIAN
Alt. 3245ft

HAYNESVILLE
Alt. 370ft

EAGLE FORD
Alt. 200ft

MARCELLUS
Alt. 700ft

NIORARA
Alt. 4900ft

WIDE FUEL FLEXIBILITY

OPERATES AT 750 BTU FUEL RANGE

2300 BTU LOWER HEATING VALUE

FULL LOAD WITH NO DE-RATE ON FUELS DOWN TO 30MN

TOLERATES UP TO 20% INERT GASES

ACCEPTS UP TO 1000 PPM OF H2S

40% LOWER NOx

EMISSIONS FRIENDLY

20% LOWER CARBON MONOXIDE

60% LOWER VOC COMPARED TO A3

G3600 A4 ENGINES RUNNING IN ALL KEY BASINS

To learn more, contact your local Cat® dealer or visit www.cat.com.
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